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About This Game

DED - a game in the shoot'em up genre. Your granddaughter has been kidnapped, and your daughter and son-in-law murdered.
Having just bits and pieces of information about th 5d3b920ae0
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Developer:
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Publisher:
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DED Im waiting for it since 1 mounth, now its released! Here is my Review -Graphics 10/10 i love the pixel style -Gameplay
8/10 -Fun 7/10 Needs more Locations So, my only problem are the bugs(but its early access) . the switch from left to right is not
everytime good. And the enemys falling down, after time if ive kill them. But, i saw, next days comming updates, im very happy
for it. i update my review after played the new updated game.. Nice, Simple, Fast Paced Shoot em.. GIVE ME THAT BADGE!.
This game seems packaged as difficult but with proper skill you would be able to summit the difficulty. However in the first
few levels it becomes clear that it's crap control that makes up 99 percent of it's difficulty and is alomst completely off-putting.
It's a good thing it's free because you could throw money at me to play it and I would cordially decline. Fix the control issue and
you might have a decent game on your hands.. Simple and fun free game. You need to save your granddaughter and kill all bad
dudes.
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